
 

Discover our 
Complete line of products 

for the Pulp & Paper Industry 

RESEARCH 
   and development... 

With over 100 years of manufacturing and product 
development experience, the West Penetone 
family of companies has developed and patented 
a number of products designed to satisfy the needs 
of its numerous clients throughout the world. 
Whatever cleaners, degreasers or decontamination 
products may be required, we offer a broad range 
of products that meet the highest standards of safety 
and efficacy.

Concerned as we always are about environmental 
impact, we have introduced a new line of“green” 
cleaners and degreasers as well as super 
concentrated formulas for a dramatic reduction of 
packaging. 

Looking for a product to meet a specific need? 
Our team of experts can develop products that  
will answer your requirements.

Implementation of chemical application  
procedures by our technical team allows  
you to carry out your cleaning operations  
while ensuring a safe environment. 

Your cleaning  
solutions resource

WEST PENETONE INC.
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Tel.: 780-454-3919
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Carlstadt, NJ 07072
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8201 4th Street, Unit G
Downey, CA 90241 
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At West Penetone, we understand that the
Pulp and Paper industry has its own unique
cleaning problems, like “stickies”.

We’ve got a range of products specifically 
designed to minimize and eliminate stickies 
and other residues associated with the use of 
secondary fiber. Our family of alkaline and 
acid cleaners will make short work of all kinds 
of residue.

We even provide felt, wire and dryer fabric 
cleaning systems to make sure you’ll get the 
most out of our products. 

Need solvents and
degreasers for general
plant maintenance?
We’re an industry pioneer 
and leader in providing 
water-soluble,
environmentally safer
solvent emulsion
degreasers for virtually
any cleaning or
degreasing need.



Product Description Features / Benefits

Penetone CB0-1 Specifically formulated for paper machine boilouts and felt/wire cleaning. It readily penetrates, 
disperses, and removes deposits such as resin, dye, size, pigments, slime, clay, starch and fibers.

Concentrated, contains both potassium and sodium hydroxides, 
stable below 0oC.

Penetone CB0-1A Our low foaming version of Penetone CBO-1, specifically formulated for paper  machine
boilouts and felt/wire cleaning. 

No flash point, no VOCs, no CA Proposition 65 components.

Pensolv L805
Pensolv L805 Aerosol

Developed as a replacement for 1,1,1- trichloroethane, it exhitbits cleaning performance at the same 
level as 1,1,1. Pensolv L805 dissolves grease, fingerprints, oils and flux typically removed by solvent 
cleaners.

Non-ozone depleting, free of chlorinates and CFC’s, fast cleaning, 
very low residue.

Pensolv L115C
Highly effective in removing a wide spectrum of paper mill soils such as pitch, latex, resins 
and adhesives. It is designed for use in either continuous cleaning applications or batch 
cleaning for the removal of “stickies.”

Safe on all dewatering equipment, contains no phenols,
chlorinated or aromatic solvents, extends wire and felt life, 
improves sheet quality.

Penetone AFW3 An acetic acid cleaning product specifically formulated for paper machine felt and wire 
cleaning.

Very economical acid cleaner that can be used on a wide range 
of paper machine soils.

Pensolv LV15 Pensolv LV15 is a 15% VOC specialty product specifically developed for papermachine wire 
and felt cleaning. It is highly effective in removing pitch, latex, resins, and adhesives.

No transfer of harsh solvent odors to the sheet, low residue, safe 
on rubber rolls, roll covers, bearing housings, and machine frame.

Pensolv L1055 Formulated as a more user  friendly  replacement  for  kerosene  and  mineral  spirits. It
can  be  used  in  large  quantities  without  generating  excessive odors.

High flash point-155oF, low vapor pressure, residue free after
drying.

Pensolv L1060

Pensolv L1060  is an excellent product choice for a safer and more pleasant to use cleaning
solvent. It is a specially refined solvent where many undesirable characteristics of solvent
cleaners are eliminated. Pensolv L1060 quickly degreases bearings, mill housings, work rolls, 
motors and any metal part where solvent cleaning is needed.

Dries to negligible residue, high dielectric breakdown voltage, 
high 160oF flash point.

Penetone TPS Designed to clean various deposits on wires and press felts. Its solvent properties allow for the 
removal of stickies and its alkaline properties allow to dislodge organic deposits such as pitch.

Readily biodegradable, contains no petroleum distillates, effective 
on a wide variety of deposits which can affect the paper machine.

BOIL-OUT
Penetone CBO1
Penetone CBO1A

WIRE
Pensolv L805
Pensolv L115C

WET FELTS (PRESS)
Penetone AFW3
Pensolv L805
Pensolv LV15

GRANITE ROLLS
Pensolv L1055
Pensolv L1060

DRY END FELTS
Penetone TPS

CALENDER STACKS
Pensolv L1055
Pensolv L1060


